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MULTIBAND WIRELESS CURTAIN SHAPE INFRARED 

DETECTORIF400T 

INSTALLATION  

HANDBOOK 

VER. 1.0 

  

ENGLISH  

DESCRIPTION  

IF400T is a multiband wireless infrared detector designed to realize a “curtain shape” protection 

barrier useful for doors and windows or everywhere is necessary to detect a movement that 

happens in only one direction. 

Features: 

- Adjustable range from 2ft. up to 14ft. (from 1m up to 5m) 

- Digital radio transmission (FSK) of high precision and stability   

- Standard Lithium-Ions battery (CR2 type) of long lifetime 

- 112 bit rolling code transmission for high security 

- Transmission on 3 channels contemporary  to avoid signal collisions and eventual signal saturation- 

Supervised (automatic life-test) 

- Double element PIR sensor 

- Antiopening and Backtamper protection device (TAMPER). 

- 4 functions (that can be enabled via the DIP-SWITCHES) useful to additionally reduce the device’s 

consumption and consequentially increase the battery’s lifetime (POWER SAFE). 

 

BOARD DESCRIPTION - CONNECTIONS 
LEARN BUTTON = Used to let read the eventual DIP-SWITCH variations as well as Automatic Learning 

signal (Device’s Programming). 

TAMPER SWITCH = Used as antiopening and backtamper protection as well as Walk Test Mode 

reactivation command. 

RANGE TRIMMER = By operating on it in anticlockwise direction the range will decrease up to 1mt 

(min), instead by operating in  clockwise direction the range will be increased up to 5mt (MAX). 
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DIP-SWITCH 
IMPORTANT: 

After the DIP-SWITCHES has been configured press at least 1 second the LEARN Button, after 

this operation  the LED will blink fast. 

DIP1: Supervision 

  OFF = 3 hours 

  ON = 15 minutes 

DIP2: LED Disabling 

  OFF = LED Enabled  

 ON = LED Disable 

DIP3: Transmission’s Power 

  OFF = Maximum Power  

 ON = Halved Power 

DIP4: Double Pulse 

  OFF = Single Pulse 

  ON = Double Pulse 

WORKING DESCRIPTION 
TEST MODE Working: 

Each detection is notified by the LED activation for 1 second. After the first detection and its relative 

transmission of the radio signal, begins a counting time of 10/20 seconds during which the detector will 

try to return in the rest state. Every minimum movement detected during this period of time will maintain 

LEARN Button 

RANGE Trimmer 

DIP-SWITCH Configuration 

Battery Housing 

Fig. 1 
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the detector active avoiding the return in the rest state. If, on the contrary, during this period it doesn’t 

detect any movement it will return to the rest state ready to send another signal. The return to the rest 

state is notified by a LED’s very fast blink, almost imperceptible to optimize the batterie’s consumption. 

The test mode is automatically activated during the first ignition, the duration is 20 cycles (the detector 

will not rest but it will restore 10/20 seconds after each violation for a total of 20 times. After the counting, 

if it is violated during the restoration, the detector will stand-by for about 2min30sec. To return the sensor 

in test mode simply open and then reseal the anti-opening tamper switch. 

NORMAL MODE Working: 

Finished the test phase (50 cycles of transmission without going in stand-by), after the first detection 

with radio signal transmission, begins the counting time of 20 seconds during which the detector will try 

to return in the rest state. If, at the end of counting, the detector will not be returned in the rest state, due 

to continuous detections, will start a 2.5 minutes period of inhibition in POWER SAFE mode, during 

which the detector can no longer send alarm detection radio signals (anyway it remains active for all 

other alerts). Each movement detected during the period of inhibition will prolong the same other 2.5 

minutes. The end of the period of inhibition is indicated by a LED’s fast blink. 

INSTALLATION 
- Unscrew the closing screws and fix the housing in the desired mounting place. 

To program the device into the receiver, 

insert the battery in the proper space, 

following the right polarity, and then use 

the LEARN Button to send the Learning 

Signal to the receiver. 

Note: For the complete procedure 
please refer to the Receiver’s Manual. 
To let become active the DIP-SWITCH 

configuration press the LEARN Button 

and check if the LED blinks fast. 

Once placed the device in the desired 

position please use the Receiver’s Test 

Tools to check the radio range, the perfect 

box closure, the battery level etc.  

Please refer to the Receiver’s Manual. 

ADJUSTMENTS AND FUNCTIONAL NOTES 
This detector is been designed to be installed as passages protection, for example between window and 

shutter and/or rolling shutter, otherwise to protect doors and main doors. So for the correct installation 

needs to be considered the lens position that must always be oriented downward (Fig.3). Is also 

important the range adjustment that must be the most similar to the desired real coverage. Acting to the 

RANGE Trimmer in Clockwise direction the range will be increased (Fig.1). Please keep in mind that 

during the installation is possible that the detector needs to be oriented and/or tilted a little to satisfy the 

coverage requirements (Fig.3). 

 

Unscrew Here to Open 

Fig. 2 
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FIG 3 - RANGE DESCRIPTION 

 

 

IF 400T  

Battery Lithium-Ions CR2 Type 

Stand-by Maximum Consumption 6.5 µA 

Transmission Maximum Consumption 17mA 

Antiopening Protection ✔ 

PIR Range from 2ft up to 14ft (from 1m up to 5m) 

Operating Frequency 433,92 MHz 

Free Space Minimum Radio Range 200mt 

Working Environmental Conditions from -20°C up to +45°C 

Our products/systems comply with the essential requirements of EEC directives. Installation must be carried out following 

the local installation norms by qualified personnel. 
AMC Elettronica S.r.l. refuses any responsibility when changes or unauthorized repairs are made to the product/system. It 

is recommended to test the operation of the alarm product/system at least once a month. Despite frequent testing and due 

to, but not limited to, any or all of the following: tampering, electrical or communication disruption or improper use, it is 

possible for the product/system to fail to prevent burglary, robbery, fire or otherwise. A properly installed and maintained 

alarm system can only reduce the risk that this happens. 

 

TECHNICAL FEATURES 


